
Good morning Faculty, Staff, graduates and their families,  

 

First off, I would like to congratulate you on concluding your middle 

school careers. You are the Class of 2017 and you have worked hard to 

get to this moment  

 

I graduated from Girls Prep 4 long years ago & must I say my Girls Prep 

experience was tumultuous. I was a part of the first ever class of Girls 

Prep, so it was a trial period. We were exposed to new teachers, plenty 

of new school buildings, and to that monstrosity known as common 

core; it was a time of great change.  

 

Despite all of that, our core values remained constant. Early on, the 

school community has incorporated those core values into daily life here 

at Girls Prep.    

 

As a result I have never forgotten them. 

 

I know right now that these core values may seem irrelevant. You 

probably showed interest in them when it came to earning the blue 

scholarship or purple merit shirt. However, they serve a purpose; I 

cannot count the number times these core values have guided me in 

trying times and propelled me through these last four years.  

 

Remember Merit – In order to achieve anything one must work 

hard.  My teachers never allowed me to give mediocre work at Girls 

Prep.  If it was not good enough, it was returned.  In high school, I only 

took AP and Honors classes even though I was told my GPA would be 

higher if I took non honors classes, my answer was always NO, I have to 

rise to the challenge.  

 

Scholarship - with Merit always came scholarship i.e getting good 

grades.  Every time I received my report card, one teacher would say, 

Azana – I am hoping to see you do better in this class.  I was never told 



wow your report card is good (all 90’s) it was always hey what about 

earning that 95. I was pushed to do more. 

  

Responsibility – To achieve the scholarship came responsibility, I had to 

be responsible (do my homework – study for the exams – complete my 

in-class work) 

 

Sisterhood - most importantly Girls Prep taught me, it not enough that I 

make it I must bring my sisters/brothers with me.  These ladies sitting 

next to you might be your future bridesmaids  

 

Ladies, the best advice I can give you is this:   

1. use the tools that the Girls Prep faculty has instilled in you 

and allow them to influence the decisions that you make.  

2. Seize every opportunity to create memories in these next four 

years.  

3. Prioritize  

4. You will be faced with adversity in the form of broken 

bonds, peer pressure, and other unforeseen events. In those 

moments, seek out loved ones and those you can trust to steer 

you in the right direction.  

 

 

As a Graduate of the Mary Louis Academy, a school much like this one, 

I want to take this opportunity to gloat a little– I will be attending 

Howard University on an academic scholarship. A former Girls Prep 

classmate will be attending Yale University on a full scholarship. I 

cannot speak for my classmate, but I would like to thank Girls Prep for 

all that they've done for me; I attribute my success to my middle school 

experience.  

 

On that note good luck I'm high school and in your future endeavors. 

Never fear change for it can lead to great things. "Change is hard at first, 

messy in the middle and gorgeous at the end." Robin Sharma. 

 


